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Abstract | The Republic of Kazakhstan is an oil exporting country, and in the present context, it at-

tempts to diversify its economy by developing other sectors. Among them, tourism industry has been

identi�ed as one of the key sectors with high potential in generating income to the country. Therefore,

the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan has given a special emphasis to tourism since the last

decade through the development of tourism support strategies and programs.

The overall aim of this study is to examine the tourism development potentials of the Republic of

Kazakhstan during the last decade, with reference to the Shchuchinsk-Burabay resort area, located in

Akmola region of northern Kazakhstan. Furthermore, the paper highlights the challenges confronting

the country and provide some recommendations for authorities and tourism businesses for successful

tourism development.
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1. Introduction

Kazakhstan, considered as the world's largest

landlocked country without outfall to the ocean

and world's ninth largest country in terms of land

area, is an emerging tourist destination. Moreover,

the nomadic lifestyle and rich history of Kazakh

people, have led to an exceptional and authentic

culture of the region. The potentials for Kazakhs-

tan's tourism are rich and diverse. The country has

opportunities for the development of many types

of tourism, such as ecotourism, nature-based tou-

rism, lake tourism, medical tourism, cultural tou-

rism, educational, entertainment and others. Gi-

ven the importance of tourism industry, the Go-

vernment of the Republic of Kazakhstan supports

its development and has issued a number of stra-

tegies and programs.

The Republic of Kazakhstan is an oil expor-

ting economy, and in the present context, aims

at diversifying the national economy through tou-

rism clusters' policy implementation in several re-

gions. Among the regions, a special attention

has been given to the Shchuchinsk-Burabay resort

area, located in Akmola region of northern Ka-

zakhstan, as a high priority area for tourism with

its unique natural and cultural heritage. The re-

gion occupies a territory that is extremely favo-

rable for development of tourist businesses. The

resort area has convenient geographic location,

unique natural and climatic conditions, beautiful

landscape with magni�cent combinations of rocky

mountains, pine forests, lakes with convenient be-

aches and recreational areas. Nevertheless, natural

resources, rich cultural and historical heritage are

not su�cient for the tourism development for the

country and its regions. Thus, an analysis of tou-

rism potentials, its present development along with

the main challenges can be useful for the autho-

rities, policymakers and businesses in understan-

ding the tourism circumstances and take certain

steps towards its successful and sustainable deve-

lopment.

2. Tourism sector in Kazakhstan

Tourism is one of the world's largest industries

and one of the fastest growing economic sectors

over the last six decades. It is currently one of the

main agents for regional development and stimula-

tes new economic activities for many countries. In

2017, tourism made a signi�cant contribution to

the world's GDP by 10% and constitutes 10% of

world's total jobs, as one of the largest employers

(UNWTO, 2018). According to the World Tou-

rism Organization (UNWTO) Barometer Report,

the international tourism �gures have greatly in-

creased. International tourist arrivals have grown

up from 25 million in 1950 to 1,326 million in 2017,

while international inbound tourism revenues have

increased from US$ 2b in 1950 to US$ 1,340b

in 2017. Furthermore, a signi�cant contribution

to GDP - employment, export and investments in

tourism are forecasted to increase in the future.

Accordingly, the role of tourism in the economic

development of countries cannot be easily ignored.

Tourism in�uences social development and contri-

butes to the preservation of cultural and historical

heritage.

In this context, several countries prioritize tou-

rism as one of the engines of economic and social

growth. An example is the Republic of Kazakhs-

tan, which is an emerging and still unexplored des-

tination for visitors. The peculiarities of Kazakhs-

tan have gifted the country with vast opportunities

in developing diverse o�ers in travel and tourism,

such as nature-based activities, including ecotou-

rism and birdwatching in national parks and pro-

tected areas, authentic cultural tourism, skiing or

hiking in the mountains, water sports, sunbathing,

and swimming, among others (Visit Kazakhstan,

2018). The territory of Kazakhstan is divided into

Southern, Northern, Western, Eastern and Cen-

tral regions. Each region has a great potential for

tourism development, with the presence of histo-

rical sites, monuments, attractive landscapes, na-

ture resources such as unique lakes and rivers (Ku-
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ralbayev et al., 2017).

Kazakhstan constitutes an interesting case

study, because of its history, geographical position

and size. As the world's largest landlocked coun-

try located in the center of Eurasia, Kazakhstan

has national administrative divisions composed of

14 regions and 2 cities (Astana and Almaty). As-

tana, the capital, and Almaty, the largest city (and

former capital), are administratively independent

with statuses comparable to a region. Almaty City

concentrates an important share of the country's

total population. It is considered one of the most

important business and �nancial centers, located

in the southeast of the country.

The territory of the state can be divided

into four landscape zones: deserts (which covers

around 44% of the national territory), steppes

(26%), semi-deserts (14%), and forests (5.5%).

The tourism activity is mainly based on natural at-

tractions (such as its varied and unique geographi-

cal landscapes, natural parks, �ora and fauna,

etc.), together with an exquisite and authentic cul-

tural heritage (Azhimetova et al., 2013, Kutty-

bayeva, 2015). The diverse natural and cultural

resources constitute its primary tourist attractions

and tourists usually try to witness nature and im-

merse in a rich natural, cultural and historical ex-

perience. Numerous national parks and more than

nine thousands historical and archeological monu-

ments are located in the territory (Abubakirova et

al., 2016). Moreover, the country is characterised

by number of natural recreational resources for the

development of health tourism. Nowadays, there

are 89 known sources of mineralised water treat-

ment in Kazakhstan, used for drinking and balne-

ological purposes, as well as 47 deposits of thera-

peutic muds. There are around 120 sanatoriums,

which operate on the basis of these mineral resour-

ces (Yessengabylova et al., 2016). In this regard,

we can state that the natural environment plays

a major role in the Kazakhstan's tourism industry

and constitutes its main competitive advantage.

Environmental sustainability must be a key issue

in the national tourism policy.

As stated, Kazakhstan' economy is based

mainly on the export of raw materials and energy

resources. The country is rich in natural resour-

ces: oil and gas, copper, gold, zinc and uranium

among others. It is blessed with four seasons and

its di�erent topographical zones favor production

of wheat and crops. However, globalisation and

competitive international trends require the deve-

lopment of other sectors. Attempts are being made

to achieve this through the development of com-

petitive clusters in other economic sectors, inclu-

ding tourism. During the last years, development

of the tourism sector constitutes a high priority

for policymakers, and considered to be the second

main driving force (after the energy sector) for the

future, to increase the national GDP and boost

the economy (Abubakirova et al., 2016, Syzdyk-

bayeva et al., 2015). The government of Kazakhs-

tan has developed several strategies and programs

such as legislation "on tourist activity in the Repu-

blic of Kazakhstan, the concept of development of

the tourism industry of the Republic of Kazakhs-

tan until 2023"(Department of Tourism in Akmola,

2018). The main purpose of these strategies and

programs is to promote the development of a com-

petitive and modern tourism industry, totally inte-

grated into the global tourism market.

As a result of the government's initiatives, tou-

rism has increased in the country both in terms

of tourist arrivals and income during the last de-

cade (Abubakirova et al., 2016). According to

the World Economic Forum's Travel and Tourism

Competitiveness Report (2017), Kazakhstan is on

the 81st place out of 136, which is four positi-

ons higher compared to the previous period (WEF,

2017). Some �gures can illustrate the evolution

of tourism. The number of international tourist

arrivals increased to 7,701 million, which is 18%

higher than in previous year. Kazakhstan was the

host of the international exhibition �Expo 2017�,

called �Future Energy� in 2017, which enhanced

the country's recognition as a tourist destination.
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Furthermore, the strategies and programs deve-

loped by the government have pushed up many

private initiatives in Kazakhstan's tourism indus-

try. As a result, the range of services o�ered by

local tour operators kept on increasing from year

to year. For example, the number of tourism es-

tablishments has reached 2,987 in 2017, which is

8% higher than in 2016 (UNWTO, 2018). We

can also observe a signi�cant positive trend in the

accommodation industry, where both quantitative

and qualitative growth are observed during the de-

cade (Table 1). Accordingly, the number of place-

ments recorded increased from 239 to 2,997 (only

13% of all establishments is categorized by star

ratings), with an average annual growth of 20%.

The number of rooms increased from 11,104 to

66,555, with an average annual growth of 14%,

while the number of beds increased from 22,172

to 154,625, with an average annual growth of

15% during 2003-2017 (Committee on Statistics

of Kazakhstan, 2018). Furthermore, the number

of overnight tourists in accommodation establish-

ments has increased from 1,034,168 to 5,279,406

in the period 2004-2017, with an average annual

growth of 14.57% (Figure 1). However, in compa-

rison to other world tourist destinations, for 2008

and 2009, the international tourist arrivals pre-

sent a negative growth rate of 2.43% and 10.48%

respectively, due to the negative impacts of the

worldwide �nancial and economic crisis. However,

in 2010, the number of tourists once again started

to increase, and the growth continued until 2017

with placement rates of 2,997 units, 66,555 rooms,

and 154,625 beds.

Table 1 | Evolution of accommodation sector in Kazakhstan (data by regions)

Analyzing thoroughly the Kazakhstan tourism

industry, we detect that most important inbound

markets are Europe (96.33%), East Asia and the

Paci�c (2.30%), Americas (0.53%), South Asia

(0.56%), Middle East (0.11%), Africa (0.03%) and

other countries (0.13%) (Figure 2.). With res-

pect to the purpose of travel, the major number

of tourists usually visit the country for holidays,

leisure and recreation purposes (85%), while only

15% of tourists traveled to Kazakhstan for busi-

ness and professional purposes. In 2017, the tra-

velers spent 1,990 US$ Mn, of which 89% was

expenditure for travel purposes, and 11% for pas-

senger transport. Expenditure for personal reasons
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(91%) was higher than for professional purposes (9%) (UNWTO, 2018).

Figure 1 | Number of the tourists on the placements for the period 2004-2017

A positive trend has been observed with re-

gards to domestic tourism. Total number of trips

reached 8,603 million in 2017, where overnight vi-

sitors (tourists) represent 87% and the same-day

visitors (excursionists) represent 13%. Most of the

people traveled for personal purpose (91%), while

9% of the individuals traveled for professional or

business motives. Package tours are not popular

in the country and were used only by 0.02% of the

travelers (UNWTO, 2018).

Analyzing Kazakhstan's outbound tourism, to-

tal number of departures in 2017 was 10, 261, 000,

which is higher than inbound tourism. Total ex-

penditure of Kazakhstani people in 2017 was 1,886

US$ Mn.

Figure 2 | Arrivals to Kazakhstan by regions in 2017
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However, despite the increasing tendency of

tourism development indicators in Kazakhstan, the

share of tourism in the national total GDP is only

nearly 1.6% (WEF, 2017). Tourism is not yet in

the level of its development adequate to maximize

its potentials. Natural resources, rich cultural and

historical heritage cannot be su�cient for the tou-

rism development. A similar situation in tourism

sector development is facing neighboring country

Uzbekistan (Sobirov, 2018). Therefore, in order to

increase the role of tourism in the country's GDP, it

is necessary to address some challenges such as in-

frastructure, technology, prices of tourism services,

problems with air connectivity and lack of profes-

sional skills (Smailova, 2012; Syzdykbayeva et al.,

2015). According to Abubakirova et al. (2016),

one of the biggest issues of tourism in Kazakhstan

is �the insu�ciency of demand� due to the lack of

e�ective marketing strategy. In this context, So-

birov (2018) emphasizes the importance of deep

understanding of consumer behavior, in particular,

consumer's buying decision-making process. The

author believes that it will enable marketers and

tourism businesses to better understand the con-

sumer demand side and hence, develop e�ective

marketing strategies to favor the supply side.

Furthermore, insu�ciency of educated and

quali�ed sta� in tourism is another issue. Airport

conditions and visa procedures should be simpli�ed

for international tourists. While some researchers

indicated one of the major problems of tourism

business development in the country is the lack

of mechanisms for state support (Zhidkoblinova,

2013). Additional concerns are traveling conditi-

ons from one part of the country to another - which

is complicated due to the poor development and

poor condition of the infrastructure - roads, trans-

port; lack of hotels of acceptable quality in small

cities and towns; high prices for air travel (Kural-

bayev et al., 2017) and the lack of recognition of

tourism sector as an economic activity at regional

levels. Therefore, a deeper look to the case of Ak-

mola region can be useful, as a region with a high

potential for tourism development.

3. Tourism in Akmola region

Akmola region is located in the northern part

of the country, established in 1939. The area of

the region is 146,200 km2. The administrative

center is Kokshetau city, founded in 1824. The

nature of the territory varies: most parts are co-

vered by steppes, upland, plains and river valleys,

mountains covered with forests. Having such a be-

autiful landscape with a magni�cent combination

of rocky mountains, coniferous forests, lakes with

attractive beaches, recreational areas; Akmola re-

gion is considered to have enough potentials for

tourism development.

Akmola region, having a unique natural poten-

tial as Burabay, Zerenda and Korgalzhyn among

others, is able to put its place in the international

tourism map. There are opportunities to develop

various types of tourism, such as hunting, �shing,

water-sports and ecotourism (Department of Tou-

rism in Akmola region, 2018).

The tourism industry in Akmola region is com-

posed of more than 700 enterprises (356 accommo-

dation facilities, 45 sanatorium-resort institutions,

266 subjects of roadside services, 68 travel agen-

cies licensed to carry out tourist activities and 3

state national natural parks). As indicated in Ta-

ble 2, the number of tourism companies in Akmola

region has seen a general increase in recent years.

The number of accommodation facilities increased

up to 356, the number of rooms accounts for 5,350

and the number of beds is 13,464. The amount

of services provided by accommodation facilities

is 5,028,500 Kazakhstani Tenge, which is 12.3%

more compared to the previous year. The num-

ber of visitors served by accommodation sites was

270,000 people (an increase of 1.6%).
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Table 2 | Main indicators of tourism development in Akmola region, 2018

Source: Department of Tourism in Akmola region, 2018

The region also contains several national na-

tural parks, such as `Kokshetau', `Buiratau' and

`Burabay'. The most important and internatio-

nally well-known is the `Korgalzhyn State Nature

Reserve', included in the List of World Natural

Heritage UNESCO (Department of Tourism in

Akmola region, 2018).

Within Akmola region, a special attention and

a high priority for development of tourism is the

Shchuchinsk-Burabay resort area. It is determi-

ned by series of national policies and programmes,

such as �Law on Tourist activity in the Republic of

Kazakhstan�, the �Concept of development of tou-

rism in the Republic of Kazakhstan until 2023�, the

Tourism Development Program in Akmola region

for 2017-2019�, as well as the President's Nazar-

bayev instructions on the systematic development

of Shchuchinsk - Burabay resort area until 2020.

In addition, the growth of foreign investments aug-

ments the development of tourism in the region.

For example, the value of some projects planned

to be implemented was raised to 3 billion dollars

(Abubakirova et al., 2016).

3.1. Potential and evolution of tourism in the

Shchuchinsk-Burabay Resort Area

The Shchuchinsk-Burabay resort area is situ-

ated between 52o50'/53o10' North latitude and

70o00'/70o40' East longitude in the Akmola re-

gion, within the Burabay district, around 100 km

east of Kokshetau city, the administrative centre

of Akmola and 290 km from the capital Astana.

The most populous towns of the district are Bu-

rabay and Shchuchinsk, with a total population of

about 75,000 people (Department of Statistics in

Akmola Region, 2018).

The environment of the Burabay area is suita-

ble for various types of tourism such as ecological,

health, cultural, educational, mountain, adventure

and sports (Table 3). Mountainous landscape,

pine forests, clean air, mountain lakes, rich hydro-

mineral resources in the surrounding areas are

important curative factors that attract tourists

to the area (Pyatov, 2007; Ramazanova et al.,

2019). In order to preserve the unique lands-

capes, State National Nature Park "Burabay"was

established in August 2002. There are 14 lakes

with the surface area over 1 square kilometer each

and a number of smaller lakes are situated on the

territory of the national park (Figure 3).
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Table 3 | Tourism o�ers of Burabay Region

Figure 3 | The lakes of the Shchuchinsk-Burabay resort area

This area also includes an important set of

hydrological resources with therapeutic and well-

ness properties, that made it the most important

balneological area of the country, similar to other

mountain balneological resorts located in other Eu-

ropean countries like Karlovy Vary (Czech Repu-

blic), Baden-Baden (Germany), Bad Ischl (Aus-

tria), Montecatini Terme (Itay), Vichy (France)

(UNESCO, 2016). This favorable natural, geo-

graphical, hydrological, and therapeutical condi-

tions, joint with a favorable climatology, makes

Shchuchinsk-Burabay one of the most important

resort areas for medical and wellness tourism in the

country. Thanks to these conditions, the Burabay

region has been selected as a priority region for

tourism development and the government has de-

veloped various strategies and programs (Depart-

ment of Tourism in Akmola region, 2018).
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As a result, tourism industry started to grow in

the region. For example, for the period 2003-2017,

the number of accommodation establishments, ro-

oms and beds in Akmola region has the highest

growth in Kazakhstan. From only 6 establishments

in 2003, the region went up to 338 establishments

in 2017, with an annual average growth of 33%,

considering that the Shchuchinsk-Burabay resort

area accounts for around 65% of all tourism in-

frastructure in Akmola. Some detailed �gures are

indicated in Table 4. During the summer period,

the population of the area increases up to �ve ti-

mes, while during weekends it may go up to 10

times. The number of tourists using accommoda-

tion establishments has increased as well, with an

average annual growth rate of 15% in Akmola and

38% in the Shchuchinsk-Burabay resort area for

the period 2003-2017 (Department of Statistics in

Akmola region, 2018).

Table 4 | Indicators of tourism development in Akmola region and Burabay, 2006-2015

As Table 4 shows, both the Akmola region and

the Burabay have experienced an annual average

growth of 22% and 34%, respectively, in terms of

the number of tourism sector establishments du-

ring 2006-2015. Regarding the indicators such as

number of rooms and beds, the table shows an an-

nual average growth of 17% and 38% in Akmola

region and Burabay. Consequently, a growth has

been observed in the number of beds (21% for Ak-

mola region and 47% for Burabay).

The tourism indicators show a signi�cant

growth of the tourism industry during the last ten

years. Obviously, it has an economic importance,

since it provides good employment opportunities

and other bene�ts to the investors and the local

community. Nevertheless, the analysis of inbound

tourism to Burabay shows that the region is still

not very attractive for the foreign guests as in the

case of the entire country. Domestic tourism is do-

minating in the region (75% of all visitors). With

regard to non-resident visitors, we observe that

13% represents tourists from Russia, 5% from Ger-

many, 3% from UK, 2% from USA and 1% from

Austria and China (Figure 4). According to De-

partment of Tourism of Akmola region, the num-

ber of the tourists to the area will increase until

almost one million. However, the tourism industry

will remain be attractive for the local people, which

requires development of appropriate strategies and

programs aiming to attract the foreign visitors.
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Figure 4 | Country of origin of the customers in 2014-2015

4. Conclusions

This paper aimed at providing insights from

the tourism industry potentials and development

in Kazakhstan, where tourism is currently, one

of the leading sectors of the national economy.

Tourism development indicators show a growing

tendency of the industry in the country during

the last decade. Nevertheless, these indicators are

considered unsatisfactory, since tourism's contri-

bution to the national GDP is only nearly 1.6%.

This can be explained by a number of challenges

the industry is facing such as underdeveloped tou-

rist infrastructure, low quality and limited number

of services, lack of professional sta� in tourism,

high prices for air travel and accommodation, ina-

dequate marketing strategies and high dependence

of tourism on the domestic market. The analysis

of international inbound tourism �ows to Kazakhs-

tan shows that the country is still not an attractive

destination for the foreign tourists. In this context,

a highly e�ective destination marketing strategies

are needed.

One of the unique features of Kazakhstan are

its size and geographical location. The regions are

blessed with attractive landscape, rich natural and

cultural heritage. It is recommended to implement

an integrated tourism development program both

for the country and in its regions to address a

number of challenges.

One of the most attractive regions

Shchuchinsk-Burabay resort area, which represents

a great potential to motivate tourists not only from

the neighboring countries of Kazakhstan, but also

from other parts of the world. Therefore, in or-

der to better meet the needs of the tourists and

enhance the attractiveness of the country and its

regions, it is necessary to take further measures

to promote a competitive tourist industry in the

region. Certain steps should be taken towards

creating and developing a competitive and attrac-

tive tourism products and services for the tourists

along with active positioning of Kazakhstan as a

tourism destination in the domestic and interna-

tional markets. Furthermore, active collaboration

with tourism educational institutions should be

strengthened to guarantee trainings for the tou-

rism industry.
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